Tattenhall Park Primary School

School Impact Planning (SIP/SDP)
2019-2022
Amended for 2020-2021
(following Covid-19 Pandemic)

Tattenhall Park Primary School
Covid-19 Recovery Model and Curriculum

Tier 3Specialist
Provision
1-1 support: ELSA,
1-1 academic intervention
SEND support;
CWAC Covid-19 Recovery model;
Communication with Parents Safeguarding and
TAF support for families; Emotional based school
non attendance

Tier 2- Targeted Intervention
Nurturing and support- Sunshine/ Rest Easy group support; CWAC
Covid-19 Recovery Model
Quality First Teaching-Targeted gap teaching to small groups,
tutoring support; Pre and post assessments plus analysis to target
interventions, evaluation of effectiveness of intervention;
Communication with Parents- targeted homework tasks to embed
deeper understanding

Tier 1- Universal Support
Nurturing and Wellbeing Support- Rest Easy, PSHE, sense of belonging and securing friendships, feeling
safe, identifying emotions , CWAC Covid-19 Recovery Model Quality first teaching: assessing where the
children are; planning to fill any gaps in knowledge and move onto the current year’s curriculum;
adjusting rolling programme to meet the needs of the children; updating our marking and feedback
approaches to provide more feedback during the lesson (proven to have more impact) Metacognition:
learning how to learn- what went well? What do I already know that might help me now? Co-operative
learning approaches- working together to revisit learning and secure new learning.; Communication
with parents- working in partnership to support pupils
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Overview of the Covid-19 School
Improvement Recovery Plan
These are the key drivers for our
recovery plan. There are many
areas of overlap which will help
to embed the key principles.
There are also many
opportunities to draw up some
previous whole school
development priorities.
For example- metacognition
builds upon our previously
developed learning behaviours.
The work undertaken last year in
the development of PSHE will be
further embedded and tweaked
this year. Our previous systems
for supporting pupils’ pastoral
needs will be revisited to ensure
we meet the needs of all our
pupils on their return to school.

Catch-Up Curriculum
 Identify starting
points
 Identify gaps
 Adapt/ adjust
curriculum
 Blend taught
curriculum with
remote curriculum

Metacognition
 Awareness of strengths and areas
for development through timely
feedback
 Understand how they learn
(learning behaviours)
 Opportunity to plan, monitor and
evaluate learning
 Activate prior learningguided
practiceindependent
practicestructured reflection
 Appropriate challenge
 Purposeful dialogue

Health and safety
 New health and
safety systemsrefer to risk
assessment
 E safety- how to
keep safe on line.
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PSHE
 Identify the barriers
and challenges
 Rebuild relationships
 Focus on the positive
 Healthy
choices/habits

Intervention
 Identify those who
would benefitacademic/ pastoral/
safeguarding
 Track progress
through Pupil
Progress meetings

Supporting and tracking
vulnerable pupils
 Safeguarding supporte.g. TAF
 Support services
 CWAC Covid-19 recovery
model

Wellbeing support
 Induction to new
year group
(Summer’20)
 REST EASY
processes
 How to relax
 Pastoral support

Cooperative








Learning

Class builders / team buildersrebuilding relationships
Structures to support active
engagement in lessons
Revisiting prior learning
Positive interdependence
Individual accountability
Equal participation
Simultaneous interaction

EYFS




Focus on Prime areasmaths, writing, reading and
phonics development
Development of outside
are to support
ELKLAN intervention to
support language gaps

Tattenhall Park Primary School – 3 Year Key Priorities Overview 2019-2022
School
Judgement

Grade
2

2019-20 Key Priorities

Computing
DT
Science

2020-21 Key Priorities
Covid-19 Recovery Plan
Quality of Education
(Intent, Implementation, Impact)
Assessment of starting points
Quality First Teaching & Adaption of Curriculum to
address gaps in learning following pandemic.
High quality feedback
Maths
English
Phonics
PSHE

2021-22 Key Priorities

Geography
History
Art
PE
MFL
Music

Behaviour & Attitudes
Grade
2

Maintenance

Kagan- adaption of cooperative learning strategies to
meet H&S requirements

Personal Development
Grade
2

No Outsiders
New RE syllabus
PSHCE scheme of work

Transition to next phase or class
Wellbeing
Growth mind set (metacognition principles)

Leadership and Management
Grade
2

Middle leader development

Budget management
Covid-19 Recovery Curriculum- adaption of curriculum to
meet needs following lockdown.

Quality of Early Years Education
Grade
2

Attainment in R,W,M and prime areas
Phonics reading scheme
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Development of Outside area
Language development & ELKLAN intervention

Anti-bullying
Vision, mission and values revisit

Tattenhall Park Primary School -1 Year Overview – 2020-2021 Key Priorities
School
Judgement

Key Priorities in 2019-20
(suggested 5 or 6 key priorities in an academic year)
Quality of Education

Staff member responsible
(red denotes lead member)

Governor
responsible

FD/AT/ MM/KR/ SDD

LO/TW/BSJ

DJ/ AC/ JH

RM

(Intent, Implementation, Impact)
Grade
2

To adapt our curriculum to meet the needs of the pupils following the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. To maintain the
breadth and depth of knowledge, skills and learning attitudes across the curriculum in line with our vision, mission and
values. To use regular opportunities for formative assessment to identify accurate starting points for curriculum
planning and ensuring that summative assessment is accurate and efficient and end points are clearly defined.
INTENT:
-Ensure that our curriculum (in all areas) identifies accurate starting points to build progression in knowledge, skills and
vocabulary which is monitored by subject leads.
-To ensure that a remote curriculum is planned to slot alongside our curriculum to support pupils when they cannot
attend school. (Blending taught and remote curriculum)
IMPLEMENTATION:
-Further develop processes of metacognition so that children learn and remember more. (see Personal Development
below) (EEF +7 months)
-Identify pupils who will benefit from small group and 1-1 intervention to narrow the attainment gap. (Post CV-19 and
age expectations) (EEF +5months)
-Provide high quality feedback to support the children in redirecting or refocusing teacher or learner actions to achieve
the objective. (EEF +8 months)
-IMPACT:
-Further develop a clear cycle of formative assessment across all subjects which identifies misconceptions and
systematically checks understanding and responds to enable teaching to be adapted as necessary.
-To increase the number of pupils achieving at least expected standard (80% R &M, 70% W) at the end of KS1 in all
core subject.
-To increase the proportion of pupils achieving the higher standard in all core subjects (30% R & M & GPS, 20% in W) at
the end of KS2.
-To increase the number of pupils achieving the phonics retake in Y2.

Behaviour & Attitudes
Grade
2

Cooperative Learning Approaches- To enable the pupils to make rapid progress by adapting Kagan Cooperative
Learning approaches to promote talk and interaction between learners, enabling articulation of their thinking. (EEF +5
months)
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Personal Development
Grade
2

Wellbeing- to ensure that pupils adjust well to being in school (routines, friendship and behaviours), concerns from
lockdown are identified and addressed and pupils develop resilience when faced with challenges. (EEF social and
emotional learning +4 months)
Growth mind set and metacognition principles- Further develop processes of metacognition so that children learn and
remember more. (EEF +7 months)

LC/ LW/ EG/ FD

AF

JH/ SDD/FD

LO/SE

EE/ KR/ KB/ SH/ SDD

LO

Leadership and Management
Grade
2

Identify barriers for pupils and staff as we return to full education.
Safeguarding concerns are identified and addressed in a timely fashion in line with KCSiE2020, working with other
professionals to provide effective support.
SEN and pupil progress: track pupils closely to ensure that the effectiveness of interventions are evaluated (use of
groups in Target Tracker).
Pupil Premium (and other vulnerable pupils): to access a heavily subsidised 1-1 tuition programme to address the gaps
in learning. Track these pupils closely to ensure that the tuition is addressing the gaps in knowledge and accelerated
progress is made.

Quality of Early Years Education
Grade
2

To develop an effective recovery curriculum for EYFS to ensure that pupils’ outcomes exceed the national in all areaswith a particular focus on prime areas, literacy and maths:
Nursery: To increase the focus on the prime areas of learning, including: communication and language, personal,
social and emotional development (PSED) and physical development.
Reception: To increase the focus on the prime areas of learning and gaps in in language (ELKLAN intervention), early
reading and mathematics, particularly ensuring children’s acquisition of phonic knowledge and extending their
vocabulary. Follow updates to the EYFS disapplication guidance.
Across EYFS Further development of the outside area to ensure enhanced opportunities for meaningful learning
through play outside.
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Quality of Education Impact Plan 2020-21

QUALITY OF EDUCATION IMPACT PLAN 2020-21
To adapt our curriculum to meet the needs of the pupils following the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. To maintain the breadth and depth of knowledge, skills and learning
attitudes across the curriculum in line with our vision, mission and values. To use regular opportunities for formative assessment to identify accurate starting points for
curriculum planning and ensuring that summative assessment is accurate and efficient and end points are clearly defined.
INTENT:
-Ensure that our curriculum (in all areas) identifies accurate starting points to build progression in knowledge, skills and vocabulary which is monitored by subject leads.
-To ensure that a remote curriculum is planned to slot alongside our curriculum to support pupils when they cannot attend school. (Blending taught and remote
curriculum)
IMPLEMENTATION:
-Further develop processes of metacognition so that children learn and remember more. (see Personal Development below) (EEF +8 months)
-Identify pupils who will benefit from small group and 1-1 intervention to narrow the attainment gap. (Post CV-19 and age expectations) (EEF +5 months)
-Provide high quality feedback to support the children in redirecting or refocusing teacher or learner actions to achieve the objective. (EEF +8 months)
-IMPACT: Further develop a clear cycle of formative assessment across all subjects which identifies misconceptions and systematically checks understanding and
responds to enable teaching to be adapted as necessary.
To increase the number of pupils achieving at least expected standard (80% R &M, 70% W) at the end of KS1 in all core subject.
To increase the proportion of pupils achieving the higher standard in all core subjects (30% R & M & GPS, 20% in W) at the end of KS2.
To increase the number of pupils achieving the phonics retake in Y2.
Lead person accountable for the plan: FD/AT/ MM/KR/ SDD
Finance Plan- How much will the plan cost: £4000
Account Code:
Governor/s responsible for the plan: LO/TW/BSJ
Supply:
Resources:

Key Priority

Success Criteria & Milestones
Autumn
Target

Autumn
Actual

All class teachers, in conjunction with subject leads, to adapt long term and medium term plans to
ensure that it incorporates a blended taught and remote curriculum. Align The Oak Academy
pockets of learning to dovetail with our curriculum.
Accurate starting points are identified using Pre and Post assessment tasks for specific units of
work. These are then analysed by the class teacher to identify whole class gaps and individual gaps
to decide what is the appropriate level to commence teaching. The class teacher can also use data
in Target Tracker to identify gaps from previous year group teaching and learning.
All pupils will demonstrate resilience, enjoyment and engagement in their learning across all subject
with a particular focus on Maths, English –active engagement encouraged through adapted
cooperative learning structures.
All teaching (planning) is designed to help pupils remember long term the content of the
curriculum. (Metacognition techniques applied).

33%

High quality feedback is given to support the children in redirecting or refocusing teacher
or learner actions to achieve the objective following CPD/ SYCOL research which
evaluates current policies.

Success Criteria:
End of year impact -Percentaged, time-framed –(if different to end of year)
1
2

3
4
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Autumn

Spring
Target

Spring
Actual

Summer
Target

Summer
Actual

%

66%

%

100%

%

33%

%

66%

%

100%

%

%

%

50%

%

100%

%

33%

%

66%

%

100%

%

33%

%

66%

%

100%

%

RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Spring
RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Summer RAG
or grade1,2,3

Following formative assessments and PP meetings, pupils are identified who would
benefit from 1-1 intervention/ small group support to make accelerated progress and fill
in gaps in learning.

33%

%

66%

%

100%

%

Leaders (including subject leads) will ensure that all children make good progress from their starting
points.
-All subject leads/ PP and SEN lead will ensure, through their monitoring, they analyse performance
of whole cohorts, SEND, disadvantaged and other groups.
- The SENCO and Pupil Premium Lead will monitor achievement of SEND and disadvantaged pupils
respectively.
-Monitor Y4 cohort to ensure accelerated progress
All staff are able to assess accurately both formatively and summatively and use this information to
inform their teaching.
Assessment tracking systems show that all pupils, from their starting points, are making good or
better progress in all subjects. (increasing challenge for all, especially more able).
To increase the number of pupils achieving at least expected standard (80% R &M, 70% W) at the end
of KS1 in all core subject.
To increase the proportion of pupils achieving the higher standard in all core subjects (30% R & M &
GPS, 20% in W, ) at the end of KS2.
To increase the number of pupils achieving the phonics retake in Y2. (95%)

33%

%

66%

%

100%

%

33%

%

66%

%

100%

%

33%

%

66%

%

100%

%

%

%

%

%

80%/ 70%

%

%

%

%

%

30%/20%

%

%

%

%

%

95%

%

Monitoring (explicitly against success criteria/ milestones- see annual monitoring plan for specific detail)
Who

What

When -How regularly

Where-Where will you

External Validation-How will you gain

Staff member/s
responsible

What monitoring activities will be taking place?

will you conduct
monitoring activities?

review/report the outcomes of the
monitoring activities?

external validation of your work (eg School Improvement
Partner, Governors etc)

All

Learning walks- Observations of teaching- Work scrutiny- Learning environment checks- Planning/ assessment
checks-

Staff meetings
SLT meetings

Leadership Partner- termly

All
All

PM meetings-staff knowledge, book scrutiny, moderation
Pupil Voice discussions

WeeklyTermlyAnnuallyWeekly- as planned

Staff meetings

SIP

Assembly time

SIP, Governors, SLT

All

Pupil Progress meetings,
Subject leader action plans, Parental views- Staff views

SLT office- released from
timetable
Subject leader time

SIP

HT/ SLT

Half termly during
assembly
Termly
(beginning of term)
annually

Actions (required to achieve Success Criteria)
Use INSET understand some basic metacognition principles and to understand how to construct a recovery curriculum
for mathematics.
To adapt medium and long term planning to incorporate appropriate resources to support a blended remote curriculum.
Ensure the plans reflect opportunities to meet identified needs and gaps in learning following lockdown. Publish plans to
website, share with parents.
To develop a clear cycle for assessment for all subjects using formative assessment for each unit of work to identify gaps
in knowledge. Use this information to pitch work appropriately and identify pupils who would need additional support.
Revisit cycle to check that knowledge has stuck. Investigate post-tests to ensure information has set (e.g. resources on
maths hub)
Adapt key Kagan structures to engage all learners and increase concentration span.
To continue to support knowledge development and connections in long term memory by introducing and adapting
knowledge maps and working walls.
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Lead person
responsible
JH
All class
teachers
MM, AT, KR

Class teachers
All staff

SIP, SLT, Governors

Timescalestart/end
30 September
2020
Termly
20 September
2020
October half
term (Cycle)
18/11/20
(methods)
By half term

Training/ CPD needs

Resources/cost/time

INSET

None

INSET/ staff meetings

2 staff meetings

Staff meeting

None

Staff meeting

By end of
Spring term

Knowledge mats for
different subject
disciplines.Use of

£ TBC
£2000
None

Further accelerate rates of progress and raise attainment at the highest standard and continue to focus on attainment
of boys, SEND and disadvantaged pupils particular focus on maths and foundation subjects (KS2) and core subjects
(KS1); Tracking of Y4 pupils in core subjects to ensure they are making accelerated progress to close the gap by the end
of KS2.
Ensure effective use of new resources purchased (fluency grids, Pathways…), ensuring they are being adapted to meet
the needs of all learners.

Autumn Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
Spring Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
Summer Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
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All staff

Termly PP
meetings

All staff
monitored by
subject leads

By end of each
term
depending on
priority (see
above)

Kagan structures to
visit learning, working
walls
Pupil Progress
meetings

Staff meetings

£1000 (supply)

None

Behaviour & Attitudes Impact Plan 2020-21

BEHAVIOUR & ATTITUDES IMPACT PLAN 2020-21
Key Priority 1

Cooperative Learning Approaches- To enable the pupils to make rapid progress by adapting Kagan Cooperative Learning approaches to promote talk
and interaction between learners, enabling articulation of their thinking. (EEF +5 months). Kagan structures also to support pupils’ returning to school
and rebuilding relationships and class identity.

Lead person accountable for the plan: DJ/ AC/ JH
Governor/s responsible for the plan: RM

Finance Plan- How much will the plan cost:

Account Code:

Success Criteria & Milestones
Success Criteria:
End of year impact -Percentaged, time-framed –(if different
to end of year)
1
2
3
4

Pupils are engaged with lessons- they are able to concentrate for increased
amounts of time.
Staff training has been completed to support increase in staff knowledge and
understanding.
Staff feel confident in selecting appropriate structures to engage pupils and
move learning along.
Cooperative learning structures are used to revisit key learning/ recap on
prior learning.

Autumn
Target

Autumn Actual

20%

Autumn

Spring
Target

Spring
Actual

Summer
Target

Summer
Actual

%

60%

%

100%

%

75%

%

85%

%

100%

%

60%

%

80%

%

100%

%

60%

%

80%

%

100%

%

RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Spring
RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Summer
RAG or
grade1,2,3

Monitoring (explicitly against success criteria/ milestones- see annual monitoring plan for specific detail)
Who

What

When -How regularly

Where-Where will you

External Validation-How will you

Staff member/s responsible

What monitoring activities will be taking place?

review/report the outcomes of
the monitoring activities?

gain external validation of your work (eg
School Improvement Partner, Governors etc)

AC/DJ
AC/DJ with JH
AC/DJ
AC/DJ

Staff audit- what is current understanding and use?
Lesson scrutiny- how are they being used? How effective are the structures in engaging learners?
Learning walk- are the posters being displayed in classrooms?
Pupils voice discussions- what has the impact been from the regular use?

will you conduct
monitoring activities?
Termly

Staff meetings/ SLT/ FGB

Leadership partner- termly

Termly

Staff meetings/ SLT/ FGB

Leadership partner- termly

Termly

Staff meetings/ SLT/ FGB

Leadership partner- termly

Termly

Staff meetings/ SLT/ FGB

Leadership partner- termly

Actions (required to achieve Success Criteria)

Lead person
responsible

Audit staff to gain understanding of current practice.
Staff training on basic principles of Kagan cooperative learning. Investigate online training to support adaption of
Kagan structures. https://www.t2tuk.co.uk/copy-of-kagan-structures-for-little
As a staff, consider ways of adapting 5 structures to ensure H&S compliance.
Display Kagan structures posters in classroom.

JH/AC
JH
AC/DJ
AC/DJ
AC/DJ- all
class
teachers
AC/DJ
AC/DJ

Leads to observe Kagan structures in classroom.
Leads to audit staff and pupils to understand impact.
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Timescalestart/end

Training/ CPD
needs

Resources/cost/time

Autumn Term Summary Evaluation of
Impact (refer to Success Criteria &
Milestones only)
Spring Term Summary Evaluation of
Impact (refer to Success Criteria &
Milestones only)
Summer Term Summary Evaluation of
Impact (refer to Success Criteria &
Milestones only)
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Personal Development Impact Plan 2020-21
PRIORITISING WELLBEING
Covid-19 Recovery Model: Recognise, Respond, Link
We recognise the need to be prepared to respond to a variety of needs of
the pupils and families as we open fully in September. In order to facilitate
this part of our recovery plan, we will draw together our existing support
mechanisms as well as support identified needs through our PSHE
curriculum. We will continue to work within the West Cheshire Children’s
Trust Covid-19 Recovery Model.

(West Cheshire Children’s Trust)

Universal support
Through our PSHE curriculum we will establish ground rules and seek to
offer reassurance to questions and concerns raised by the children. We
will respect individual needs and more personal support can be offered to
those requiring it. We will reinforce our hygiene rules (hand washing and
respiratory hygiene. We will look to support mental health through our
REST EASY approaches, identifying emotions and understanding how to
manage them. We will look for ways to relax and remind children of
breathing techniques and recognising the positives and many things we
can be thankful for. We will look to support this positive mind set with
understanding the benefits of healthy habits- healthy eating, exercise and
sleep. Following lockdown and acknowledging the increased periods of
time spent on devices, we will also revise-safety rules with the children to
help them understand how they can be safe online.
Targeted Intervention
The staff are trained to be ever alert to the pupils needs. As part of our
REST EASY approaches and concerns shared by individual parents it is
possible to provide some small group interventions- Sunshine Circles,
Circle of Friends.
Specialist Provision
Depending on the nature of the support required, more bespoke
interventions may be required on a 1-1 level. Approaches might include
ELSA style support (to meet a variety of needs), safeguarding and TAF
support; Emotional Based School Non-Attendance (with TAF support). We
will work in partnership with parents when undertaking these interventions.
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PSHE
Education

PSHE
Personal
and
emotional
support

Keeping
pupils
healthy
and safe

Behaviour
management
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Personal Development Impact Plan 2020-21

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT IMPACT PLAN 2020-21
Wellbeing- to ensure that pupils adjust well to being in school (routines, friendship and behaviours), concerns from lockdown are identified and addressed and pupils
develop resilience when faced with challenges; using a variety of metacognition strategies to reignite skills for learning and practice resilience (EEF social and emotional
learning +4 months; Metacognition EEF +8months)
Lead person accountable for the plan: LC/ LW/ EG/ FD
Finance Plan- How much will the plan cost:
Account Code:
Governor/s responsible for the plan: AF
CPD/Supply/resources

Key Priority 1

Success Criteria & Milestones
Success Criteria:
End of year impact -Percentaged, time-framed –(if different to end of year)
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9

All year groups have received opportunity for induction prior to the start of the Autumn
term- either during the day or at via after school sessions during June and July. Reception
cohort may need further support at the beginning of September.
All staff, parents and pupils are aware of health and safety systems in place.
The PSHE curriculum has been amended to meet the needs of the children as they return to
school.
All pupils feel safe and secure in school and are aware of how to get support if needed. Staff
identify pupils in need of support and this is triaged by SLT to source appropriate support.
Appropriate use has been made of the West Cheshire Children’s Trust Covid-19 model.
PSHE and Kagan class builders used to build feelings of positivity, friendship and community.
Staff are aware of systems to raise concerns and manage disclosures.
Staff and pupils are able to apply the principles of metacognition to become engaged and
resilient learners.
All pupils are aware about how to stay safe on the internet and how to report material which
is inappropriate for their age.

Autumn
Target

Autumn
Actual

100%

Autumn

Spring
Target

Spring
Actual

Summer
Target

Summer
Actual

%

100%

%

100%

%

100%

%

100%

%

100%

%

100%

%

100%

%

100%

%

100%
100%
33%

%
%

100%
100%
66%

%
%

100%
100%
100%

%
%

100%

%

100%

%

100%

%

RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Spring
RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Summer RAG
or grade1,2,3

Monitoring (explicitly against success criteria/ milestones- see annual monitoring plan for specific detail)
Who

What

When -How regularly

Where-Where will you

External Validation-How will you gain

Staff member/s
responsible

What monitoring activities will be taking place?

will you conduct
monitoring activities?

review/report the outcomes of
the monitoring activities?

external validation of your work (eg School
Improvement Partner, Governors etc)

PM meetings-staff knowledge, book scrutiny, moderation
Pupil Voice discussions

Weekly- as planned

Staff meetings

SIP

Half termly during
assembly
Termly
(beginning of term)
annually

Assembly time

SIP, Governors, SLT

SLT office- released from
timetable
Subject leader time

SIP

PP meetings,
Subject leader action plans, Parental views- Staff views

Actions (required to achieve Success Criteria)
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Lead person
responsible

Timescalestart/end

SIP, SLT, Governors

Training/ CPD needs

Resources/cost/time

Class teachers to gather list of challenges and positives to the period of lockdown (either World Café approach or questionnaire) and use this
to identify universal needs (supported through PSHE), needs common to a group (targeted intervention), individual needs (bespoke individual
intervention- ELSA, next steps, TAF).
All teachers remind pupils of the health and safety procedures in place. Remind pupils of behaviour expectations and of additional rules linked
to H&S.

JH

Septemberend October

ELSA training- two
members of staff.

£1000

All class
teachers

£0
1 hour CPD

Staff to build in some opportunities to rebuild relationships within the class- sign posted to Kagan Cooperative strategies and class builders.

JH- Kagan
training
SLT

INSET training for
staff
Signage around
school.
Staff meeting
Staff meeting

£0

Staff meeting

£0

Staff meeting

£0

Internet safety sessions as part of PSHE to respond to concerns with regard to the increased access to devices during period of remote
learning.

LC

First two
weeks and as
appropriate
thereafter
Throughout
first half tem.
Autumn term
Spring term
(Basic
Awareness)
Autumn term

Metacognition training completed- staff beginning to use principles in daily teaching
Autumn Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
Spring Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
Summer Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)

JH

Autumn 2

Procedure to triage concerns and disclosures reviewed with staff. (Whole staff basic awareness training scheduled for Spring term)
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£0

Leadership & Management Impact Plan 2020-21

LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT IMPACT PLAN 2020-2021
Identify barriers for pupils and staff as we return to full education.
Safeguarding concerns are identified and addressed in a timely fashion in line with KCSiE2020, working with other professionals to provide effective support.
SEN and pupil progress: track pupils closely to ensure that the effectiveness of interventions are evaluated (use of groups in Target Tracker).
Pupil Premium (and other vulnerable pupils): to access a heavily subsidised 1-1 tuition programme to address the gaps in learning. Track these pupils closely to ensure
that the tuition is addressing the gaps in knowledge and accelerated progress is made.
Lead person accountable for the plan: SLT
Finance Plan- How much will the plan cost:
Account Code:
Governor/s responsible for the plan: SE/LO
CPD/Supply/Resources

Key Priority 1

Success Criteria & Milestones
Success Criteria:
End of year impact -Percentaged, time-framed –(if different to end of
year)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SLT are aware of vulnerable pupils across school who may need additional support/
intervention: safeguarding and pastoral support.
SENCO has collated the interventions required to support SEN pupils. Report provided to
Governors termly.
PP lead has collated a list of interventions needed for PP pupils. Report provided to
Governors termly.
HT has collated needs across the school and has an overview of interventions required.
SLT have timetabled the efficient use of available adults to provide support as required.
SLT track the effectiveness of interventions and the progress of vulnerable children
across the school via termly Pupil progress meetings.
Government grant has been accessed to support PP and other vulnerable children
through National Tutoring programme.
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/covid-19-resources/national-tutoringprogramme/

Autumn
Target

Autumn
Actual

30%

Autumn RAG

Spring
Target

Spring
Actual

Summer
Target

Summer
Actual

%

66%

%

100%

%

30%

%

66%

%

100%

%

30%

%

66%

%

100%

%

30%
30%
30%

%
%
%

66%
66%
66%

%
%
%

100%
100%
100%

%
%
%

30%

%

66%

%

100%

%

or grade 1,2,3

Spring
RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Summer RAG
or grade1,2,3

Monitoring (explicitly against success criteria/ milestones- see annual monitoring plan for specific detail)
Who

What

When -How regularly will

Where-Where will you

External Validation-How will you gain

Staff member/s
responsible

What monitoring activities will be taking place?

you conduct monitoring
activities?

review/report the outcomes of
the monitoring activities?

external validation of your work (eg School
Improvement Partner, Governors etc)

All

Learning walks- Observations of teaching- Work scrutiny- Learning environment checks- Planning/ assessment
checks-

Staff meetings
SLT meetings

Leadership Partner- termly

All
All
All

PM meetings-staff knowledge, book scrutiny, moderation

WeeklyTermlyAnnuallyWeekly- as planned

Staff meetings

SIP

Pupil Voice discussions

Half termly during assembly

Assembly time

SIP, Governors, SLT

PP meetings,

Termly
(beginning of term)

SLT office- released from
timetable

SIP

Actions (required to achieve Success Criteria)
School Development Plan 2020-2021

Lead person
responsible

Timescalestart/end

Training/ CPD needs

Resources/cost/time

Organise Pupil Premium meetings at the beginning of term for the end of September- book supply to cover the costs.

JH

Distribute preparatory forms for staff to complete in preparation for Pupil Progress meetings.

JH

Collate needs across the school and coordinate TA timetable to facilitate interventions.

FD/SDD

Use Target Tracker to Track progress of vulnerable pupils across the year. Use data to analyse the effectiveness of
interventions.
Confirm Third Space has received DfE approval and is therefore eligible for government subsidy. Confirm with staff the
numbers of pupils who will access this. Ensure the laptops are available for these sessions.
Autumn Term Summary Evaluation of
Impact (refer to Success Criteria &
Milestones only)
Spring Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
Summer Term Summary Evaluation of
Impact (refer to Success Criteria &
Milestones only)

SLT

School Development Plan 2020-2021

2 weeks end of
September
Thereafter
termly
Wc. 14/9
Thereafter
termly
October half
term
Thereafter
termly
Termly

Supply costs
Management time

£500

Management time

-

Management time

-

Management time

Quality of Early Years Education Impact Plan 2020-21

QUALITY OF EARLY YEARS EDUCATION IMPACT PLAN 20120-21
To develop an effective recovery curriculum for EYFS to ensure that pupils’ outcomes exceed the national in all areas- with a particular focus on prime areas, literacy and
maths:
Nursery: To increase the focus on the prime areas of learning, including: communication and language, personal, social and emotional development (PSED) and physical
development.
Reception: To increase the focus on the prime areas of learning and gaps in in language (ELKLAN intervention), early reading and mathematics, particularly ensuring
children’s acquisition of phonic knowledge and extending their vocabulary. Follow updates to the EYFS disapplication guidance.
Across EYFS Further development of the outside area to ensure enhanced opportunities for meaningful learning through play outside.
Lead person accountable for the plan: EE/ KR/ KB/ SH/ SDD
Finance Plan- How much will the plan cost: £1000
Account Code:
Governor/s responsible for the plan: Lis Oats
Resources £1000 (outside area)
Supply (ELKLAN) approx £1500 (across the
financial year)

Key Priority 1

Success Criteria & Milestones
Success Criteria:
End of year impact -Percentaged, time framed –(if different to end of
year)
1
2
3
4

GLD for reception is 80+% for expected and 25+% for exceeding. The gap between boys and
girls is narrowed compared to 2019 data- focus on reading, writing and maths.
At least expected progress is made for all pupils from their individual starting points.
The large majority of pupils achieve at least phase 4 in phonics by the end of reception.
ELKLAN intervention is effective in supporting gaps in language for identified pupils. (as
evidenced by evaluation of effectiveness of intervention SDD).

Autumn
Target

Autumn
Actual

%
%
%
%

Autumn

Spring
Target

Spring
Actual

%

%

%
%
%

%
%
%

RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Spring

Summer
Target

Summer
Actual

%

80%

%

%
%
%

100%
80+%
100%

%
%
%

RAG or
grade 1,2,3

Summer RAG
or grade1,2,3

Monitoring (explicitly against success criteria/ milestones- see annual monitoring plan for specific detail)
Who

What

When -How regularly

Where-Where will you

External Validation-How will you gain

Staff member/s
responsible

What monitoring activities will be taking place?

will you conduct
monitoring activities?

review/report the outcomes of
the monitoring activities?

external validation of your work (eg School
Improvement Partner, Governors etc)

All EYFS

Learning walks- Observations of teaching- Work scrutiny- Learning environment checks- Planning/ assessment
checks-

Staff meetings
SLT meetings

Leadership Partner- termly

All EYFS
All EYFS

PM meetings-staff knowledge, book scrutiny, moderation
Pupil Voice discussions

WeeklyTermlyAnnuallyWeekly- as planned

Staff meetings

SIP

Assembly time

SIP, Governors, SLT

All EYFS

PP meetings,
Subject leader action plans, Parental views- Staff views

SLT office- released from
timetable
Subject leader time

SIP

HT/ SLT

Half termly during
assembly
Termly
(beginning of term)
annually

Actions (required to achieve Success Criteria)
Use baseline assessments to set expectations for the end of EYFS.

School Development Plan 2020-2021

Lead person
responsible
AE/KR

Timescalestart/end
End of
September
2019

SIP, SLT, Governors

Training/ CPD needs

Resources/cost/time

None

PPA

Use reception baseline as a monitoring tool for EYFS staff to ensure consistency of judgement through nursery and
reception.
Identify pupils who would benefit from ELKLAN intervention (target Y1, reception initially); Nursery in Spring and summer
term.

SDD
All EYFS staff
SH/ SDD

To raise the number of boys achieving GLD in Reception- special focus on reading, writing and maths. Ensure reading,
writing and maths activities are a feature of all continuous provision, both inside and out.
Continue to develop outside area: writing, maths, phonics, reading

AE/KR
All EYFS staff
EE/KB
All EYFS staff
SDD/EE/KR/AE
All EYFS staff

Target pupils (identified in PP meetings) for intervention both at home and at school.

Ensure reading materials for EYFS and Y1 match the phonic sounds taught.

AE/KR

Benchmark children in reception who can access it from Spring term.
Daily systematic and synthetic phonics are taught using Read, Write, Inc approach.
Focus on fine motor activity to strengthen grip as it is essential for writing readiness

AE/KR
AE/KR/KB
EE/SDD/SH
AE/KR/SDD/EE

Regular staff meetings for nursery and reception staff to monitor, moderate and track assessments and progress.

SDD

Analyse data from last year and baseline assessments (reception and nursery). Track nursery children from starting points
to end points to understand progress. What parts of the prime areas are not covered adequately to ensure all pupils are
achieving at least the same as pupils’ nationally. What action is required to address this?
Autumn Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
Spring Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)
Summer Term Summary Evaluation of Impact
(refer to Success Criteria & Milestones only)

SDD

School Development Plan 2020-2021

End of October

Team meeting

none

Timetable
sessions (one
morning per
week)
PP meetings

Supply to release SH

£1500

Supply staff to cover
class
None

Supply costs see above

PPA time
PP meetings
termly
By end of
November
By end of April
By end of
October
By end of
October
4 x per term
(staff meeting
time if not
linked to EYFS)
By end of
November

PP meetings
PPA to plan
interventions
KR subject leader
time
PPA
None
System in place
PPA

Cost of resources
£200
Supply costs
PPA
Resources sent by Lesley
Else (no cost)
None
none
none

none

none

Management time

None

Whole School/ Individual Performance Management Priorities
School
Judgement

Individual performance Management Objectives for staff

Staff Member Objective

Quality of Education
(Intent, Implementation, Impact)
Grade
2

1.KS1 Raising the attainment of the less able pupils in KS1 to enable them to achieve at least expected standard at the
end of KS1

2. KS2 Challenging both the middle ability and higher ability in every lesson to ensure that they are on track
to achieve the high standard at the end of KS2
3. Y4 Raising the attainment of the less able pupils in Y4 to enable them to achieve at least expected standard at the
end of KS2
4. EYFS: to raise the attainment of all pupils to ensure that they meet the challenges in all prime and specific areas. (at
least in line with the national).

AT, FD, LW, EG

LC, MM, DJ, AC
MM, FD, SDD
KR/ EE/ SDD

Behaviour & Attitudes
Grade
2

To enable the pupils to make rapid progress by adapting Kagan Cooperative Learning approaches to promote talk and
interaction between learners, enabling articulation of their thinking. (EEF +5 months). Kagan structures also to support
pupils’ returning to school and rebuilding relationships and class identity.

DJ/ AC/ JH

Personal Development
Grade
2

Wellbeing- to ensure that pupils adjust well to being in school (routines, friendship and behaviours), concerns from
lockdown are identified and addressed and pupils develop resilience when faced with challenges; using a variety of
metacognition strategies to reignite skills for learning and practice resilience (EEF social and emotional learning +4
months; Metacognition EEF +8months)

LC/ LW/ EG/ FD

Leadership and Management
Grade
2

Identify barriers for pupils and staff as we return to full education.
Safeguarding concerns are identified and addressed in a timely fashion in line with KCSiE2020, working with other
professionals to provide effective support.
SEN and pupil progress: track pupils closely to ensure that the effectiveness of interventions are evaluated (use of
groups in Target Tracker).
Pupil Premium (and other vulnerable pupils): to access a heavily subsidised 1-1 tuition programme to address the gaps
in learning. Track these pupils closely to ensure that the tuition is addressing the gaps in knowledge and accelerated
progress is made.
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SLT

Objective
Achieved

Quality of Early Years Education
Grade
2

1.Improve the outcomes for all learners- prime areas and (maths, reading, writing) GLD
2.Ensure reading materials match the phonics sounds sought.
3. Design catch-up curriculum for reception class
4. Implement ELKLAN intervention to support gaps in language.
5. Continue to develop outside area to support outcomes for pupils.
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KB/KR/ EE/ SDD/SH

